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Abstract 
 Many techniques were proposed for detecting code clone. In this paper we have compared the metrics based on 
speed, quality and their cost as these are the most that affects due to code clone. The strength and weakness of 
some of the metrics based are compared and evaluated. This paper suggests an approach based on metric and the 
quality goals are accessed by the use of metrics. 
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1.  Introduction  
Clone detection is concerned with finding similar pattern in source code, interpreting and using them in design, 
testing and other software engineering problems, presented in [3,4,5].They can be based on text, lexical or 
syntactic structure, or semantics. A piece of code, A, is semantically similar to another piece of code, B, if B 
subsumes the functionality of A, in other words, they have “similar” conditions. 
Various clone detection tools have been proposed and implemented [1] [2] [3] [8] [11] [12], and a number of 
algorithms for finding clones have been proposed, such as line-by-line matching for an abstracted source 
program [4], and similarity detection for metrics values of function bodies [12]. 
Duplicated fragments will be significantly increase the work to be done when enhancing or adapting code [13], 
and increases the maintenance cost. In this paper, we provide an overall comparison and evaluation of all of the 
currently available clone detection techniques based on metrics [4] [5]. 
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses the types of clone code using software 
perspective. Section 3 then defines the related works. Section 4 describes the approaches using metric based 
clone detection. Section 5 defines the clone detection process. Section 6 is about comparing results based on 
metric based code clone detection and Section 7 concludes the paper. 
2.  Types of Clones 
 Basically clones are code pairs or groups that have the similar functionality. Some codes are syntactically 
similar, but some are different. Based on syntactic similarity the codes are divided into four types: 
2.1. Extract Clones 
Identical code fragments except for variations in white space, layout, and comments.  
 
2.2. Renamed Clones 
Syntactically identical fragments except for variations in identifiers, literals, and variable types in addition to 
Type-1’s variations. 
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Copied fragments with further modifications such as changed, added, or deleted statements in addition to Type-
2’s variations. 
2.4. Semantic Clones 
Code fragments that perform similar functionality but are implemented by different syntactic variants. 
3. RELATED WORKS 
Many techniques have been proposed for performance code clone detection, ranging from lightweight line and 
token-based syntactic techniques to heavier-weight approaches that emphasize semantics, to metrics-based 
techniques that indirectly measure similarity. Due to limited space, we refer to existing summaries and focus on 
related work as it pertains explicitly to similarity. 
Semantic-based techniques use representations such as abstract syntax trees and program dependence graphs to 
find semantically identical clones whose original source code may contain extraneous or reordered statement. 
These techniques cannot quantify similarity as we can. 
Li et al. [14] have developed a tool called CP-Miner to detect copy-and-paste related bugs. CP-Miner uses data 
mining techniques to identify code clones ant he bug detection is implemented as part of the tool. Before passing 
to bug detection process, code clones detected gone through a series of pruning procedures. CP-Miner has the 
ability to handle clone that is not exactly the same. 
Recently, Jiang et al. [9] developed a tool to detect bugs in code clones and their surrounding code, called 
context. The clone detection component of the tool is based on DECKARD, a clone detection tool developed by 
them. Bug caused by renaming inconsistency is called a typr-3 inconsistency in their work. The tool counts the 
number of unique identifiers in each code fragment within a pair of clones. Different number of unique 
identifiers is deemed as likely to bug. 
4. APPROACH 
Clone detection first parses the source code and then performs the program analysis on the parsed code. All 
similar code segments are identified and then inconsistency detection is performed. The entire procedure is 
executed and the results are stored in database. 
4.1. Approach for Code Clone Detection 
Several approaches are used to detect code clone. In textual analysis all types of codes fragments are detected. 
Each metrics values are stored in a particular database. The input source is identified using metrics and the 
similarities of code are detected. In scenario based algorithm the two methods are used token-based and line 
based.  
A token-based technique will be more expensive in terms of time and space complexity than a line-based one 
because a source line contains several tokens. 
4.2. Metric Based Code Clone Detection Process 
4.2.1. Metric Based Distance Algorithm 
This algorithm is mainly based on calculating the distance and similarity measures of the code clone. 
Levenshtein metric is easy to perform a range of query for fragment f and radius r to find all fragments f’ to 
calculate the length len (f), the method range query takes a fragment f as first parameter and the radius as second 
parameter.  
It returns the set of all clones to f. In this algorithm the radius was chosen to be a function of len (f) and a 
constant parameter distance. Current clone detection distance based methods can find some type 3 clones, but 
with great restrictions of thresholds and high computational cost. 
4.2.2. Textual Analysis Using Clone Detection 
The combination of textual and metric analysis to detecting all types of code, in a given set of fragment. It 
parses through the given input source code and identifies the various methods present. Then a built-in hand 
coded parses the various methods using an island-driven approach. The metrics values the possible potential 
clone pairs are extracted.  
The metrics are computed for each of the methods identified and the values are stored in the database. The 
various metric values for the code fragment. The descriptive statistics of the metric values obtained for the 
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identified by comparison of the records in the database. 
4.2.3. Detection Duplicated Code Using Mapping Algorithm 
Mapping is used to define the optimization criterion. The motivation for predicate better is to map reference to 
candidates that result in a good values as high as possible and in an ok value as high as possible without 
compromising the good values. Each constituent of better by means of the path the (good, ok) coordinate of the 
best matching reference takes during the algorithm.  
If possible, it moves towards the upper right corner of the good/ok values space. A mapping from candidates to 
reference has to be established. Each candidate is mapped to the reference that is best matches.  
4.2.4. Metric Based Scenario Comparison Using Code Clone 
Metrics are calculated from names, layout, and expression and (simple) control flow of functions, and a clones 
is defined as a pair of whole function bodies with similar metrics values. A token-based technique will be more 
expensive in terms of time and space and complexity than a line based one because source line contains several 
tokens. Metric-based techniques gather a number of metrics for code fragments and then compare metrics-
vectors rather than code or ASTs directly.  
First approach uses direct comparison of metric values as similarity at the granularity of begin-end blocks. A 
modified version of five well known metrics that capture data and control flow properties is used. The second 
approach uses a dynamic programming (DP) technique to compare begin-end blocks on a statement –by- 
statement basis using minimum edit distance. 
4.2.5. Detecting structural Clones 
In this approach they consider the internal structure of the code files, in terms of simple clones shared by the 
files, to decide about their similarity. Structural analysis can establish clone relation among classes that differ in 
the order of methods in class definition. Structural clone concept may also improve the precision and recall of 
clone detection in general. Clone detectors usually detect clones larger than a certain thresholds (e.g., clones 
longer than 5 LOC).  
The structure of the file is analyzed fully, it display the function names and counts the total number of functions 
that are predicted. The size metric is used to finds the number of statements in the file, total number of lines of 
source code, the size of each file, the largest and smallest file are calculated. The variables are stored, each 
variable is incremented if found, if there are repetition in the variables, the particular variable is detected. 
 If similar variables, methods etc are found it is detected and predicted as Simple Clones. The larger program 
structures, formed by configurations of simple clones, are predicted as Structural clones. 
 
5. CLONE DETECTION PROCESS 
Clone detection first parses the source code and then performs the program analysis on the parsed code. All 
similar code segments are identified and then inconsistency detection is performed. The entire procedure is 
executed and the results are stored in database. As first part of the analysis through parsing of source code, they 
find the similarity and in the second phase the metrics are calculated and finally they are detected. 
6. COMPARISON  
The clone deduction algorithm is used to calculating the distance. It is used for Type 3 clone deduction (i.e.) 
which are similar fragments or some similarity measures. The algorithm behind each task may differ between 
implementation we can characterize the functional structures of the code fragments with numbers. 
The process of clone detection has been divided into a number of phases. These phases include Input & Pre-
Processing, Template Conversion, and Metric Computation. The metrics are computed for each of the methods 
identified and the values are stored in the databases. The various metric values are calculated for the various 
methods. The method pairs with equal or similar set of values are identified by the comparison of the records in 
the database. 
To detect clones may be affected by this normalization, but to make the comparison easier. Mapping algorithm 
is used to define optimization criteria. It provides the accurate results in the good or ok values. We can define 
several measures to determine various aspects of detection quality. 
The complexity of the detector implementation, the bulk of which is the normalization, transformation and 
comparison, depends a great deal on the code representation. This information retrieval approach limits its 
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between the identifiers and comments in them. 
On detecting code duplication, the quality of code is improved. This tool detects a significant amount of code 
duplication. Identification and subsequent unification of simple clones is beneficial in software maintenance. As 
a structural clone comprises many simple clones, structural clones are bigger in size and smaller in number than 
simple clones.   
6.1. Comparison based on algorithm 
Table 1.  Algorithm Comparison. 
Algorithm Metric  Speed  Cost  Quality 
Metric Based Distance Algorithm   Yes  Very 
High 
High High 
Textual Analysis Using Clone Detection   Yes  Low  Low  Low 
Detection Duplicated Code Using Mapping 
Algorithm  
Yes High  Low  High 
Metric Based Scenario Comparison Using Code 
Clone  
Yes Very 
High 
High High  Uniqueness 
and low similarity 
Detecting Structural Clones  Yes  Low  Low  High 
 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper suggests an approach to quality based on metric. The use of metric to assess quality is key to our 
approach. The metric provides to assess quality. We used clone detection and metrics to evaluate quality. We 
consider this as an indication that metric based approach can be used to assess and assure quality. 
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